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In Hong Kong, the numbers of female workers have drastically increased after 
the war. The pay and advancement differentials between males and females have been 
getting narrower because of highly educated female workers, female workers with work 
experience, and the shortage of managers due to booming economy. However, still gender 
gap exists in Hong Kong. There is no equal opportunity legislation like in other 
industrialized countries. How do female managers develop their career individually under 
such situation? All the more females face tough work environment, they try to self-
manage their career, and to use career strategies to achieve their goals. The existence of 
gender gap in Hong Kong implies that females and males may differ in the usage of career 
strategies. This difference results in the career advancement difference (gap) between 
females and males. To know the career orientation of professional women in Hong Kong, 
this paper will examine the usage of several career strategies to achieve career objectives, 
and find the usage difference between males and females. As obstacles offemales' career 
commitment, this paper will also investigate people's perception toward females' 
characteristics andjob motivation difference between females and males. The result shows 
that usage of career strategies between females and males are only marginally different. It 
implies that females have a chance to use career strategies to attain career advancement 
equally as males. The result also shows that there is people's stereotype toward females' 
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characteristics. People believe that female managers are less likely to have characteristics 
required for uppermanagement. The result also suggested thatjob motivation differs 
between females and male; females consider the 'interesting work，the most importantjob 
motivation factor than ‘high salary，and 'promotion,' which males rank as the most 
important factor. To conclude, some obstacles of career commitment such as stereotypes 
to females' characteristics and job motivation difference between females and males exist 
in Hong Kong. However, the result of this paper demonstrates the figure of more 
educated professional women who have a power to slash these obstacles. They believe 
they have critical characteristics for upper management, and commit their career seriously. 
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Hong Kong has achieved significant economic growth since 1960's with the 
average gross domestic product of 6.2 per cent every year from 1981 to 1991. The 
economic growth and industry diversification of Hong Kong have contributed to the 
employment opportunity for female workforce. As TABLE 1 shows, the female 
workforce participation rate in the paid labor force has increased from 36 per cent in the 
l%0 ' s to 49.7 per cent in 1991 according to Statistics Census over the three decades after 
the war. ^  
Even though female workforce participation rate has increased, however, there is 
still gap between male and female workforce participation rate, for example, male 
participation rate is 79.2 per cent in 1991, while female rate is only 49.7 per cent.^ 
There is also disproportionate gender distribution of working population. In 
certain industries and occupations such as service industry and human resource or 
marketing division, women are dominating and taking managerial position. In other 
industries and divisions such as construction industry and engineering division, men are 
dominating. In many males dominating areas, women are increasing its presence, but the 
‘Census Statistics, Hong Koiig Government, 1991. 
^bid. 
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presence of women alone does not mean equal treatment or opportunity. A critical issue 
here is weather female and male in the similar position, occupation, and industry can 
receive same pay or promotion. 
A wage differential exists between male and female employees. According to 
Census Statistics in 1991, women received less money than men in 214 types of 
occupation out of a total of 261, and average monthly salary for women was 75 per cent 
of men's average salary.^ 
The gender gap in terms of wage or promotion between female and male is 
getting narrower recently. For example, in 1981 the average monthly salary for women 
was only 65 per cent that of men, but was up to 75 per cent in 1991.4 jj^j^ narrowing of 
the gender gap is mainly due to the educational attainment of females. There were 
proportionately more females undertaking tertiary education in degree courses in 1991 
(4.4 per cent) than there were in 1976 (1.9 per cent). The ratio between male and female 
students attending tertiary institutions increased from 1:0.56 in 1981 to 1:0.71 in 1991.5 
Because of acquiring higher education, more women participate in the labor force and 
continue to work for long periods. The more female workforce sustain their job, the 
more opportunity for them to attain advancement. Therefore, having more work 
experience is the second reason for the boost of females' wages and for the narrowing of 
the gender gap. 
^Census Statistics, Hong Kong Government, 1991. 
' f t id . 
5Chow, Irene Hau-Siu. “Career aspirations, attitudes and experiences offemale managers in Hong Kong." 
Women in management Review Volume 10, Number 1, 1995, pp. 28-32 
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Since the economy in Hong Kong is booming and the issue of the 1997 takeover 
causes a brain drain problem, many companies in Hong Kong face shortages of 
managers, which provides female managers with the opportunity to find their place. 
Increasing numbers of female managers also helps to close the gender gap. However, 
differentials, due to gender issues still exist between males and females. 
In Hong Kong, the working environment for females is quite tough. There is no 
equal opportunity legislation to support the equal pay or advancement between male and 
female like in other industrialized countries such as US, UK, Canada, and Japan. In 
addition, many people change their job frequently in order to get a higher position. If 
people continue their job hopping, no one company would guarantee their job security 
since showing loyalty to one company is useless if they change theirjob. 
In such a work environment in Hong Kong, how do female managers develop 
their career by themselves? They cannot depend on one company to sustain their career, 
unlike Japanese workers who work for same company until they retired. What kinds of 
career strategy, in other words, individual behavior, do they use to achieve their goal 
while changing the company? 
All the more females face tough work environment, they try to self-manage their 
career and try to use career strategies to achieve their goals. Since more educated women 
start to work, the more they want to use career strategies. Although women use career 
strategies, work related gender gap still exist in Hong Kong. The gap implies that women 
and men differ in their self management of career, in other words, they differ in the usage 
ofcareer strategies. The objective of this paper is to project the career orientation of 
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professional women in Hong Kong by searching for the usage of career strategies of them. 
In order to achieve this objective, this paper will examine the use of several career 
strategies for achieving career objectives among female and male, and find the sex 
difference in its usage. The result may help female managers to identify the career 
strategies to be improved to attain career advancement equally as male managers. 
Correlation between business experience and usage of career strategy among female 
managers is also investigated. To search for obstacles of females' career commitment, this 
paper will investigate people's perception toward females' characteristics. Job motivation 





Role ofCareer Commitment 
In the early 1980s, the importance of careers to individuals, organizations, and 
society, began to receive greater emphasis and discussion. Among the debate the concept 
of 'selfmanagement of career’ began receiving attention. 
N 
According to Hall (1976), because of the longitudinal nature of careers, self 
management of career (he named this as 'career commitment�.) is important. Because a 
career involves different but related positions that a person occupies over time, 
commitment to a career would seem crucial to career progression and development. 
Firstly, career commitment is critical to the development of ability because commitment to 
a career helps one persist long enough to develop specialized high levels of skills. 
Secondly, commitment to a career also provides the staying power to cultivate business 
and professional relationships.^ 
Career commitment should transcend occupations or jobs. It should be 
distinguished from other types of occupational commitment. Job commitment suggests 
')Hall, D. T. Careers in Organizations . California: Goodyear Publishing Co., 1976 
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commitment to a relatively short-term set of objective task requirements. On the other 
hand, career commitment may involve several jobs, involves a longer perspective, and is 
related to the subjective career goals developed by individuals. 
Career Commitment Measure 
As the study of career commitment has increased attention, Blau (1988) 
developed a career commitment measure and examined the reliability and validity of a 
career commitment measure. Using employee samples of a newspaper company and an 
insurance company, he ascertained that career commitment could be reliably measured in a 
distinct way fromjob involvement and organizational commitment.? 
Considering Blau's (1988) empirical study, Carson (1994) developed and 
evaluated twelve career commitment measures (CCM).^ Carson suggested the analysis of 
career commitment measure produced three dimensions: 
1) career identity: establishing a close emotional association with one's career. 
2) career planning : determining one's developmental needs and setting career goals. 
3) career resilience : resisting career disruption in the face of adversity. 
Career Commitment in 3 stages 
Since its longitudinal nature of career, career commitment may involve several 
jobs, and it is related to the subjective career goals developed by individuals. Career 
commitment is subject to change in ones' needs and interests as one ages and progresses 
^ l a u , G.J. “ Further Exploring the Meaning and Measurement of Career Commitment" Journal of 
Vocational Behavior. 32, 1988, pp. 284-297 
^Carson, K. D. "Career Commitment: Construction of a Measure and Examination ofI ts Psychometric 
Properties" Journal of Vocational Behavior. Vol. 44, June 1994, pp. 237-262. 
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in his or her career role. Therefore, individuals move through distinct occupational stages 
in their careers, and each stage is characterized by different work attitudes, behaviors, and 
types of relationships needed. Most models of career stages proposed that an individual's 
career develops in four stages: trial, stabilization, maintenance, and decline. 
Aryee, Chay, and Chew (1994) proposed the model of 3 career stages. They 
used Blau's scale and investigated the predictors and outcomes of career commitment in 3 
career stages. They concluded that career commitment of each career stage as follows. 
1) supervisor support was significant in the trial stage 
2) career satisfaction was significant in the stabilization stage 
3) organizational commitment was significant in the maintenance stage 
They found that the career commitment were positively related with skill development 
and negatively related with career withdrawal intentions across whole career stages.^ 
Career Strategy (behavior of career commitment) 
The roles ofCareer Commitment, its measure, its stages were explained in the 
previous sections. In this section, the behavioral aspects of career commitment will be 
discussed. 
Several studies have suggested strategies or methods that might be employed to 
hasten the achievement of upward mobility and salary progression. Vardi (1980) classified 
these strategies as 'individual level mediators' or 'mobility behaviors.' He referred to 
these behaviors as career strategies, and defined them as behaviors used by individuals to 
9Aryee, et al. “An Investigation of the Predictors and Outcomes of Career ConiRiitment in Three Career 
Stages,, Journal of Vocational Behavior. Vol. 44, Feb. 1994, pp. 1-16 
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decrease the time required for, and uncertainty surrounding the attainment of important 
career objectives. He suggested individuals are more likely to advance their careers, if 
they engaged in particular behaviors. Normally the successful utilization of such 
strategies will result in the efficient achievement of salary and status objectives (in other 
words, within a time frame shorter than that which is required by one's peers)]� 
Like Vardi (1980), Gould (1984) perceived 'career strategies' as behaviors used 
by individuals to decrease the time required for, uncertainty surrounding, and the 
attainment of important career objectives, and to increase the upward mobility. Gould 
identified seven behavioral themes as seven career strategies. 
(1) Creating Opportunities: A strategy based on the assumption that other things being 
equal，the greater the number of career opportunities a person has, the more likely it will 
be that the person will achieve career advancement objectives. Upwardly mobile manager 
should develop a number of skills and seek out experiences that will increase the career 
options in later years. 
(2) Self-Nomination/Self-Presentation: A strategy aimed at communicating to superiors 
one's desire to assume greater responsibility in the organization and at presenting oneself 
in the best possible light. 
(3) Extended Work Involvement: A strategy based on the idea that reaching career 
objectives ahead of one's peers will require working at one's career objectives and job 
beyond the traditional 40-h work week. 
i()Vardi, Y. "Organizational career mobility: An integrative model.” Academy ofManagement Review 5 
1980, pp. 341-355 ‘ 
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(4) Seeking Career Guidance: Seeking career guidance from an older more experienced 
person or 'mentor’ either inside or outside the organization can provide a person 
especially in early career stages with several important advantages such as providing 
guidance for career decisions, offering easier entry into the organizational social structure, 
and establishing sponsorship. The result of such advantages is the possibility of rapid 
promotion and enhancement of salary advancement. 
(5) Opinion Conformity: A strategy which assumes that an individual (e.g., superior) 
thinks more highly of another (e.g., subordinate) if the latter shares certain key opinions 
with the former. 
(6) Other Enhancement: A strategy which expresses a favorable evaluation of the superior. 
A simple example is flattery, however, since flattery may be seen as manipulative by a 
superior, more subtle tactics are necessary. 
(7) Networking: A practice of developing a system or 'network' of contacts inside/outside 
the organization, thereby providing relevant career information and support for the 
individual. Failure to integrate oneself into information networks within an organization 
can have dysfunctional career results. Carefully constructed networks are likely to be 
related to rapid achievement of career objectives. 
Research of career strategy 
Gould examined the relationship between the use of career strategies and salary 
progression and found strong positive relationship. He also found that few differences in 
10 
the use of career strategies by males and females, i.e., males used ‘extended work 
involvement' and females used 'seek guidance' frequently.^ 
Usage of Career Strategy by male and female manager 
Mckeen and Burke (1993) developed Gould's scale, career strategy scale using 7 
career strategies, and analyzed that female used less 'extended work involvement' because 
they performed second shift work. They suggested that female preferred 'networking', 
'seeking guidance', or 'opinion conformity'. They found that females were less likely to 
use a variety ofknown career strategies to advance their career.^^ 
Tharenow and Latimer (1994) examined situational and individual influences on 
women's and men's managerial advancement. They found that training, education and 
work experience led to managerial advancement and were of more advantage to men. 
They suggested that a spouse and dependents at home reduced women's work experience. 
They concluded that career encouragement had a more positive effect on training for 
women.i3 
Career Commitment and Personal and Situational characteristics 
Colarelli and Bishop (1990) addressed the role of career commitment in career 
development. They examined some personal and situational factors related to career 
iiGould, S. And Penley, L. E. "Career Strategies and Salary Progression: A Study ofTheir Relationships 
in a Municipal Bureaucracy" Organizational Behavior and Human Performance , Vol. 34, 1984 pp 244-
265. ‘ 
'^McKeen, C. A. And Burke, R. J. “Use of Career Strategies by Managerial and Professional Women" The 
International Journal of Career Management. Vol. 5, No. 4, 1993, pp.19-24. 
'^Tharenou, P. And Latimer, S. “How do you make it to the top? An examination ofinfluences on 
women's and men's managerial advancement" Academy ofManagement Journal. Vol. 37 No 4 1994 
pp. 899-931. ‘ ’ ’ 
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commitment. According to them, personal characteristics that were likely to correlate 
with career commitment were age, locus of control, and socialization experiences. 
Situational characteristics that were likely to correlate with career commitment included 
having a mentor, role ambiguity, role conflict, and inter-role conflict. Both characteristics 
were correlated with career commitment. One of the strongest correlates of career 
commitment was having a mentor?* 
Female Stereotype 
Definition ofStereotype 
Stereotype is perception or belief about a certain group?; According to the 
dictionary, stereotype is a conventional, formulaic, and over simplified conception, 
opinion, or images. For example, 'Regional stereotypes have been part of 
Ainerica.. .Westerners are trendy. North easterners are brainy, and Southerners are lazy.'^^ 
The critical issue of stereotype is that stereotype is related to the authoritative power, i.e., 
stereotypes are often passed along by an authority figure. In addition, stereotype is the 
starting point ofevolution of discrimination, i.e., because of stereotypical perception about 
a certain group, it generates prejudice and discriminatory action taken. It causes the 
reaction of the individual on the receiving end of the action. This reaction reinforces the 
original stereotype. 
"Colarelli, S. M. And Bishop, R. C. "Career Commitment: Functions, Correlates, and Management" 
Group & Organization Studies. Vol. 15, No.2, June 1990，pp. 158-176. 
15 Westwood, Robert. Fair Employment Practice. Lecture Note o f the Chinese University ofHoiig Kong 
March 2, 1995. ’ 
'^'American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company 1992 
p.l762. ’ ’ 
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Definition of gender stereotype 
Gender stereotype is perception or belief about female (or male). Gender 
stereotyping occurs when sex differences in physical and temperamental characteristics 
and abilities are exaggerated and generalized/^ Gender stereotype also cause prejudice on 
the basis of sex, discrimination, reaction, and reinforcement of the original stereotype. The 
issue of work related gender stereotype is that generally ones with power (e.g. boss) take 
discriminating action based on his stereotype toward female. For example, when one 
female complained about the unfairness of the sex-typed task, the boss interpreted her as 
'arrogance’ and did not listen to her, while complaint from male made boss reconsider 
work allocation, since he had stereotype about women's (passivity�characteristics.^^ Other 
common stereotypes toward female workers are; women are too emotional; likely to 
leave for marriage or children; lacked ambition, confidence, assertiveness; were inflexible 
because they could not work nights.^^ The most common stereotyped assumption is that 
males are bread-winners and females are home-makers. 
Sex Differences in Characteristics 
Steinberg and Shapiro (1982) verified the assumption that females did not have the 
characteristics commonly assumed to be characteristic of senior managers. They 
investigated personality traits of female and male MBA students in Canada, using 3 
personality measures: 
' 'Collinson, D 1 . , Knights, D., and Collinson, M. Managing to Discriminate. New York. Routledge 
1990, p.7. ’ 
' % i d . p. 92. 
i9lbid. p. 131-132 
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1) 16 Personality Factor Questionnaire 
2) California Personality Inventory 
3) Rathus Assertive Inventory 
They found female and male MBA students did not generally differ on most 
measures of personality. Rather, they found female MBA scored higher on some of the 
scales that depicted 'hiasculine" traits like 'emotional stability', 'rationality', and 
'efficiency ’�whereas male MBA scored higher on some of the scales that depicted 
Teminine" traits like ‘dependence，，'subjectivity', and 'emotionality'. Therefore, they 
suggested that female MBA students did possess the personality traits that were 
commonly used to define a competent m a n a g e r � 
Brenner (1982) researched the relationship of education to sex, managerial status, and the 
managerial stereotype. He investigated the personality traits of achievement orientation, 
aggression, dominance, and nurturance to analyze sex differences when males and females 
became more similar in terms of their job rank and educational background. The results 
showed that education was significantly related to the four personality traits. Sex 
differences for the dominance and nurturance traits practically disappeared when more 
educated males and females were compared.^^ Therefore, the more educated people work, 
the less they have work related gender stereotypes, since they have more chance to work 
with highly educated females who possess characteristics required for upper management. 
-^Shapiro, S. and Steinberg, R. “Sex Differences in Personality Traits ofFemale and Male Master of 
Business Administration Students" Journal of Applied Psychology. Vol. 67, No.3, 1982, pp.306-310. 
-'Brenner, 0 . C. “Relationship ofEducation to Sex, Managerial Status, and the Managerial Stereotype" 
Journal ofAppliedPsychology, Vol,67, No.3, 1982, pp. 380-383. 
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The decrease of gender stereotypes generates the decrease of prejudice and discrimination, 
and finally reduces the original stereotypes. 
Female Stereotype in Hong Kong 
This section discusses the environment of female manager in Hong Kong. Chow 
(1995) discussed the general working environment of women in management, wage 
differentials, sexual segregation, discrimination and perception and attitudes towards 
women as managers in Hong Kong. She addressed the issue of gender differences in 
management styles and examined stereotypes of and attitudes towards female managers in 
Hong Kong. She used 'Women as Managers Scales" (WAMS) measures to determine 
attitudes towards women as managers. 1) The results did not support the view that 
women lacked drive and motivation for management. No evidence of sex difference was 
found in terms of achievement, ability, terms of performance, or of theirs related skills. 
2) She found majority of people in the study considered some 'hiasculine" characteristics 
such as 'emotional stability，，'aggressiveness，and 'self-reliance', as important for people 
at the upper levels of management. They believed male managers possessed these traits 
and female managers were more likely to have Teminine" traits such as ‘highly 
perceptive', 'empathetic', and 'loyal'. In spite of this negative result, she suggested 
female managers differ from men in a positive way and women need not copy men to be 
successfol.22 
^^Chow, I. H-S. ‘‘Career aspirations, attitudes and experiences of female managers in Hong Kong" 
Women in Management Review, Vol. 10, No.l, 1995, pp. 28-32. 
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Chau (1980) explained the environment of Hong Kong female managers and researched 
their career decision (motivation), job importance and satisfaction, stress, discrimination, 
attitude toward dual career marriage through the interview with female managers. 
According to Chau, women executives were described as follows. 
1) the majority entered into the business world with high academic qualifications. 
2) most ofwomen executives in Hong Kong did not experience discrimination against 
women in management. 
3) Their career commitments clashed with the stereotype of the traditional role ofwife-
mother. Though high career achievements were often aspired to, woman executives also 
wanted to be good mother and wife, so they had to strive hard in combining marriage and 
family with a career ofinterest.^^ 
Leung (1981) identified seven personal traits attributed to a successful manager 
that were not found to be associated with women executives. These traits were 
‘ambition’，‘emotional stability,, 'flexibility', 'objectivity', 'reliability', 'vigor，and 'being 
well informed"4 
Keown, Lam (1986) explored the salient factors important for a women's 
success in the business world. They used a list of 23 descriptive items to characterize a 
successful manager. They asked women executives to rate themselves among working 
people in general. In addition, attitudinal scales were used to assess respondents' factors 
for success and their reasons for promotion, and the leadership style of the respondents 
was searched. 
23Chau, T. T-C. “Women Executives in Hong Kong" The Hong Kong Manager. No. 8-12, 1980, pp.8-12 
2^Leung, Y.S. “Tlie effect ofDirect Working Experience with Women Workers on Attitudes towards 
Women in management" MBA Research Thesis. The Chinese University ofHong Kong, 1981. 
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Results showed that women executives in the study believed that they were 'kbove 
average"in the personal traits of ‘reliable’，'objective', (flexible，，'loyal', 'sensitive', 'self-
reliant' and 'analytical'. They found the important reasons for promotion were 'technical 
skills' or 'job competence', ‘excellent record of job performance', 'be right place at the 
right time，，'good relationship with boss’，and 'recognizing and capitalizing on opportunity 
and education'.25 
Chow (1986) pointed out that Hong Kong women still held routine jobs and still 
worked for less money than men. To identify such job segregation due to gender issue 
and wage discrimination for female in Hong Kong, Chow asked students to rate each 
occupation in terms of their perception of the feminine or masculine characteristics of the 
occupations and asked pay expectations in eachjob. 
Results showed that most occupations were consistently rated in a stereotyped 
manner. Research also showed that substantial sex difference in career entry and career 
peak pay expectations among male and female students. Male expected to earn more at 
the career entry and peak even with the same qualification than did women.^^ 
To conclude, these works show that females in Hong Kong believe that they 
have abilities as managers, and feel no discrimination. However, gender stereotypes exist 
in Hong Kong, and it causes pay and promotion discrimination toward females. 
� 
- ^ e o w n , C. F. and Chu, Y. L-M. “Success factor for Hong Kong women executives” The Hoiig Kong 
Manager, AprilMay 1986, pp. 19-29. 
2()Chow, I. H-S. “Gender Roles and Pay Expectations in Hong Kong" United Bulletin, no. 42, Oct. 1986 




Although females in Hong Kong believe their abilities as managers, and do not 
feel any discrimination, pay and promotion gender gap still exist in Hong Kong. Why does 
the gender gap exist in Hong Kong? The gap implies that the ways of self-management of 
career (or usage of career strategy) differ between females and males, and this difference 
causes gender gap. 
Females do not feel any discrimination in spite of gender stereotypes in Hong 
Kong. How strong and what kind of gender stereotypes do people possess? Does thejob 
motivation also differ between females and males? To answer questions above, I made 
following hypotheses and examined them. 
Sex difference of usage of career strategy 
Using Gould's 7 career strategy behavior items, usage of career strategy between 
female and male in Hong Kong was compared. 
Hypotheses 1 Male use more Career Strategy than female overall 
If gender gap still exists in Hong Kong, usage of career strategies will differ 
between females and males. Males may use more career strategies than females, which 
may result in rapid career advancement. 
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Hypotheses 2 Career Strategy male use and female use are different 
Considering Gould (1984), and Mckeen and Burke's (1993) work, males might 
use 'extended work involvement'. Females might prefer to use 'networking', 'seeking 
guidance', and ‘opinion conformity', since females are believed to have greater social 
skills. 
Hypotheses 3 The women with work experience use different Career Strategy than 
those without work experience 
The women who have no work experience (such as full time MBA) might use 
each career strategy equally. Through the experience, women with work experience might 
use some career strategies that they consider as most effective career strategy to their 
career commitment. In addition, they know which career strategies they are good at using. 
The women who have no work experience do not have such preference to particular 
career strategy, therefore, women who have no work experience try to use each career 
strategy evenly. There might be relationships between work experience and usage of 
career strategy. 
Situation in Hong Kong 
As Keown and Lam (1986) and Chau (1980) indicated, the career commitment 
needed for success can most easily clash with stereotypes of what a feminine role should 
be, the traditional role of wife-mother. Therefore, as an obstacle of career strategy, I 
would examine whether or not Hong Kong female and male have stereotypical perception 
toward females' personal traits. 
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Hypotheses 4 people has no strong stereotype toward the females，characteristics 
If people are more educated, as Brenner (1982), Steinberg and Shapiro (1982) 
showed, generally people's stereotypes toward females' characteristics would decrease. 
Educated female managers should be more likely to have masculine characteristics that are 
believed to posses by successful managers. If we choose highly educated people as 
samples, result might not show significant differences in characteristics between females 
and males, therefore, stereotypes toward females' characteristics decreases. Females 
might consider themselves having more 'hiasculine" personal traits that were perceived to 
be critical for successful manager. Males might consider females possess 'hiasculine" 
traits, and consider males themselves have Teminine" traits as Steinberg, Shapiro (1982) 
showed. 
Hypotheses 5 career decision (motivation) gap exists between female and male 
Even though the number of female managers has increased, males are still 
people who gain major income of households, and females easily change to perform 
second shift work. If this is true in Hong Kong, males choose economic necessity as 
their main reasons to continue to work. Females, on the other hand, may enjoy their job 
than males and money might be the second issue for females. 
Hypotheses 6 Female and male differ in the job importance they placed on high salary 
and promotional opportunities 
Because of same reason for the above hypotheses 5, males consider 'high salary’� 
'high status ’� 'good promotion' as more important factors than female, while females rate 





Data were gathered from total 50 part-time and full-time MBA students with 
work experience and no work experience (Full-time students were mainly fresh graduate 
from university). As TABLE 2 shows, among them, 22 (44%) were male and 28 (56%) 
were female. Mean age range of sample was from 26 to 30 years old. Thirty three(66%) 
of the sample had work experience. Mean year in work force of the sample was 1 to 5 
years' range. Half ofthem (46%) were in their middle management or junior management 
position. 
Method 
During the break of some MBA classes, each member ofthe MBA students was 
directly asked to answer the 2 pages' questionnaire (please refer to APPENDIX) which 
consisted of six questions. All questionnaires were completed anonymously. 
Question 1 & 2 : Demographic Characteristics of the sample 
For students who have only summerjob experiences were treated as sample with no 
work experience. 
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Question 3: Sex difference of usage of Career Strategy 
To investigate sex difference of usage of career strategy (Hypotheses 1,2, & 3), 
seven category career strategies inventory scale items were used with totally 25 items. 
Samples were asked to choose which career strategy frequency they used in the five item 
scales from 1 to 5 (5= very frequently; 3 =occasionally; l=never). Seven items were 1) 
creating opportunities 2) self-nomination/self-presentation 3) extended work involvement 
4) seeking career guidance 5) opinion conformity 6) other enhancement and 7) 
networking. 
Question 4: Personal characteristics required for managers/found in female or male 
In order to see whether or not people have gender stereotype toward females' 
characteristics in Hong Kong (Hypotheses 4), samples were asked to answer the following 
two questions about some characteristics. 
Q1. Are these characteristics required by management? 
Q2. Are these characteristics more to be found in female/male? 
Regarding Q2, if sample thought the characteristics females and males possess were 
indifferent, samples were asked to answer “same” 
Question 5: career decision 
To see career expectation difference between female and male (Hypotheses 5), 
samples were asked to choose the most important reason to continue thejob. In addition, 
they were asked whether they would continue theirjob ifthey could live without working. 
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Question 6: job importance 
In order to seejob expectations (Hypotheses 6), samples were asked to rate which 




Sex difference of iisage of career strategy 
Hypotheses 1 Male use more Career Strategy than female overall 
TABLE 3 reports the mean scores of males, females, and total on the career 
strategies. As TABLE 3 shows, males use more career strategies in 15 out of 25 items 
than females. Males get mean score of above 3.00 in 16 out of 25 career strategies, and 
males have no mean score below 2.00 for any career strategy. Therefore, average males 
use 16 career strategies at least occasionally and use each career strategy at least once. 
On the other hand, females get mean scores of above 3.00 in 19 out of 25 career 
strategies, but females get mean below 2.00 for 4 career strategies items. Therefore, 
average females use 19 career strategies occasionally, but females do not use some career 
strategies, especially for ‘other enhancement' career strategy (# 20, 21, 22, 24). 
TABLE 3.1 shows the results o f T test that mean scores of males are equal to 
mean scores of females from question #1 to 25. Most o fT test show minus or low values, 
and most o f P values are high, therefore the null hypothesis, that mean ofmales is equal to 
mean of females, cannot be rejected. It proves that even though males use more career 
^ strategy than females overall, the differences between mean offemales and mean of males 
are not significant statistically. At the same time, females report more for some 
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career strategies (#2,6,10-16, 19), but the differences between females and males are not 
significant. Some means of career strategy items, however, are significantly different 
between females and males. Question #4 'obtain experience' (T=1.56, P=0.063), #17 
'agree boss's idea’�T=1.54, P=0.065), #21 ‘disclose information' (T=1.90, P=0.032), #22 
'develop interest, (T=1.88, P=0.034) shows significant T and small P value, therefore, the 
means of males for these career strategies are larger than mean of females for the 
strategies. To conclude, these high mean scores of males contribute to males' frequent 
usage of the some career strategies items such as 'creating opportunity' (#4), 'opinion 
conformity' (#17)’ and 'other enhancement' (#21,22). 
Hypotheses 2 Career Strategy male use and female use are different 
The test of the hypotheses is reported in TABLE 3. Gould (1984) and Mckeen 
and Burke (1993) mentioned male used 'extended work involvement，，while female used 
'seeking guidance', but this test shows different results. 
1) Average males use 'creating opportunities’ (#1,3,4,5), 'self-nomination，(#7,8,9), 
'opinion conformity' (#17,18), (other enhancement' (#20,21,22,23), and 'networking' 
(#24,25) more frequently than females. 
2) Average females use 'extended involvement' (#11,12,13), and 'seek career guidance' 
(#14,15,16). Also females use 'networking' frequently(#24,25) and its mean is relatively 
high (3.43 for #24’ 3.61 for #25)，but males use more 'networking' (3.50 for #24, 3.68 for 
# 25). However, the differences of means for these career strategies are not significant 
statistically as TABLE 3.1 shows. 
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Hypotheses 3 The women with work experience use different Career Strategy than 
those without work experience 
As TABLE 4 suggests, the women without work experience also use career 
strategies frequently as women with work experience in terms of numbers. Women with 
no work experience used 13 out of 25 career strategies items more than women with 
work experience. However, as hypotheses suggested, the career strategies of women with 
work experience and the career strategies of women with no work experience are 
different. Women with work experience use some career strategies such as 'creating 
opportunity' (# 1,2, 4,5), "getting things done" (#10), 'extended involvement' (#11, 12, 
13), 'seek career guidance' (# 14, 16), 'praise boss's strength' (# 18), and (other 
enhancement' (#21,22, 23) more frequently than other career strategies, while women 
with no work experience did not show preference to particular career strategies. 
TABLE 4.1 shows the result of T test of null hypothesis that the means of 
women with work experience and the mean of women with no work experience are same. 
For most of the questions from #1 to #25, T values are minus or low values, and P values 
are large, therefore, the differences of means between females with work experience and 
females with no work experience are not significant statistically. However, some means 
were significantly different, and the mean of women with work experience was 
significantly greater than the mean of women with no work experience. Women with work 
experience particularly used career strategies of question #4 "obtain experience" (T=1.06, 
P=0-15), #10 “get things done"(T=1.15, P=0.13), #13 'think about job" (T=1.61, 
P=0.063), and #21 “disclose information" (T=1.67, P=0.055). 
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There might be relationships between work experience and usage of career 
strategy. To investigate the relation between experience and usage, the usage of career 
strategies in males with work experience and males with no work experience was 
compared As TABLE 5 shows, males with no work experience use most of career 
strategies more frequently than males with work experience do. Males with work 
experience chose some career strategies and use them more frequently than males without 
work experience, since males consider these strategies are effective to their career 
commitment such as “develop expertise" (#5), '^how accomplishments to boss" (#8), and 
"work outside normal hours" ( # 1 1 ) . 
Situation in Hong Kong 
Hypotheses 4 people has no strong stereotype toward the females，characteristics 
On the contrary to hypotheses 4, as TABLE 6 shows total samples have 
stereotypical characteristics toward females' and males' characteristics. 
Firstly, most of sample agrees that characteristics asked in question 4 are required by 
upper management. As TABLE 6 shows, all samples agree (decisiveness，is required for 
upper management. 82% of sample think 'perception and empathy� i s required, 
'emotional stability'(98% say)/consistency and objectivity'(96%), 'analytical ability' 
(96%), ‘creativity�(80% ) are also considered critical to posses for upper management. 
Secondly, sample answers that 'hiasculine" characteristics such as 'emotional 
stability, (88% of sample answered it was more found in male), 'consistency and 
objectivity' 
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(76% answered male), 'analytical ability' (84% answered male), ‘decisiveness�(86% 
answered male) were more likely found in males. Adversely, people answered that 
Teminine" characteristics such as (empathy’ (72% answered more found in female), 
'loyalty'(74%), 'interest in people, (88%) are more found in females. 
Thirdly, as TABLE 7&8 shows females perceive themselves having more 
characteristics that are critical for upper management than characteristics which males 
consider that females possess. For example, in TABLE 7&8, 11% of females sample 
consider that ‘decisiveness’�the most critical characteristics for upper management, are 
more likely found in female, and 7% of females sample answer (decisiveness�is equally 
found in female and male. On the other hand, only 9% of males consider that 
'decisiveness’ is more likely found in female and rest of males (91%) answer that 
'decisiveness’ is more found in male. As similar examples, 14% of females consider 
'emotional stability' is more found in females or equally found in both sexes, but only 9% 
of males consider the it is found in females. 'Consistency and objectivity' (28% females 
consider more found or equally found in females, while 18% males consider found in 
females), 'analytical abil i ty�(18% females consider found in females, while 14% males 
consider found in females) are other examples. 
It's interesting to see that some females consider there is no difference between 
females' and males' characteristics, but no males consider that characteristics are equally 
found both in females and males except for the 'interest in people�characteristics. 
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Males perceive themselves as having Teminine" personal traits. In TABLE 7 & 
8, for example, males consider they have 'perception and empathy’ (27% males answer), 
'loyalty' (32% ofmales answer) and 'interest in people’ (9% of males answer). 
Hypotheses 5 career decision (motivation) gap exists between female and male 
As the TABLE 9 shows, males choose more 'economic necessity' as a main 
reason to continue to work than female. 37% of males answer that 'economic necessity' is 
the most important reason to work and it is ranked as number 1 among males sample. 
27% of males choose ‘to enjoy thejob' as a reason to continue to work and the reason is 
ranked number 2. Males also consider 'importance of work’ is another reason to work 
and 27% of males choose this reason. 
Females, on the other hand, ‘to enjoy theirjob' is chosen as number 1 reason to 
continue to work (43% of females choose this reason) and 28% of females choose 
'economic necessity�as the reason to work and this reason is ranked as number 2. None 
of female sample choose 'importance of work, as a reason, instead, females choose 'to 
feel guilty if they do not work�and it is ranked as number 4 reason (4% offemales choose 
this reason). 
To answer the question whether they would stop working if they could live 
without working, 64% of males answer 'No: while 73% of females answer 'No'. 
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Hypotheses 6 Female and male differ in the job importance they placed on high salary 
and promotional opportunities 
Males consider 'high salary，，'high status', ‘good promotion' as more important 
factors than females, while females rate other factors such as 'friendly co-workers', 
'interesting work’ as important factors. 
In TABLE 10, males sample choose 'promotion opportunities' (its mean is 
4.45), 'high salary’ (4.32), 'interesting work,(4.32), and 'high status' (3.82) as important 
aspects ofthejob, and mean of these four aspects are all above 3.5 in the 5 point scale. 
Females samples choose 'interesting work，(its mean was 4.43) as the most important 
aspect, and choose ‘promotion opportunity' (4.25), 'high salary, (3.96) as other important 
aspects like male. However, females show weak interest in 'high status' (its mean is 3.39, 
while males' mean is 3.82), instead, females rank 'friendly coworker'(females' mean is 





The primary purpose of this paper is to investigate the difference of career 
strategies usage between females and males. The results of this study have demonstrated 
that overall differences in career strategies usage by females and males were only 
marginally significant. It suggests even few differences found between females and males, 
it should be interpreted with caution. The result implies that females have equal 
opportunity to use career strategies to attain career advancement. 
The result shows males use variety of career strategies like 'creating 
opportunities', (self-nomination’， ‘opinion conformity', (other enhancement', and 
‘networking, more frequently than females, in order to measure their effectiveness to their 
career advancement. On the other hand, females use particular career strategies like 
'extended involvement', 'seek career guidance', and 'networking' frequently. However, 
females do not use some career strategies like 'other enhancement'. This result shows 
that females hesitate to try some career strategies and show preference to some career 
strategies. This result may be explained by the existence of feedback loop among males: 
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since males use more variety of career strategies than females, they may develop career 
strategies appropriate to their occupations, and they are likely to obtain positive 
evaluations 
and career advancement (like greater salary distribution). If their performance is evaluated 
positively, similar career strategies will be taken by them in the future. Therefore, there is 
strong feedback loop among males and it enhances the usage of various career strategies. 
Females, on the other hand, might hesitate to use variety of career strategies because they 
have not strong feedback loop as males. 
People with work experience and those without work experience differ in usage 
of career strategies. The women with work experience use some career strategies such as 
'creating opportunity', "getting things done", 'extended involvement', 'seek career 
guidance', '|)raise boss's strength'' and ‘other enhancement' more frequently than other 
career strategies, while women with no work experiences use each career strategies 
frequently but evenly. It suggests that women with work experience intentionally choose 
some career strategies which they consider more effective to their career commitment than 
other career strategies. On the other hand, women with no work experience do not know 
which career strategies are effective, therefore, they try to use all career strategies evenly 
in order to search which career strategies are effective to their career advancement. 
The another purpose of this paper is to investigate the stereotypical perception 
toward females, and find the job motivation difference between females and males. The 
re^l ts of this study have demonstrated that females and males in Hong Kong have 
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Stereotypical perception toward females' characteristics which might be an obstacle of 
career commitment for female manager. 
Firstly, most samples agree that some characteristics which are required by upper 
management. It implies that people have common idea about the personal traits required 
for upper management, such as ‘decisiveness，，'perception and empathy，，'emotional 
stability', 'consistency and objectivity', and 'analytical ability'. 
Secondly, people consider that some characteristics required for upper 
management are more likely found in males than females, even though females samples 
perceive themselves as having these characteristics. 
Although highly educated people are chosen as samples, result shows people's 
stereotypical characteristics toward females. We could guess, however, ifpeople are more 
educated in Hong Kong, like Brenner (1982), Steinberg, Shapiro (1982) indicated, 
people's stereotypical characteristics toward females might decrease. Some results from 
this experiment show that educated females samples are more likely to see themselves 
having more Inasculine" characteristics that are perceived to be critical for successful 
manager. The result figure of female shows their confidence about their ability. In 
addition, educated males sample perceive themselves as people who have 'feminine" 
personal traits such as 'perception and empathy，，（loyalty, and 'interest in people'. 
The result of the study to fmd thejob motivation difference between females and 
males have demonstrated distinct difference between females and males. Males choose 
more 'economic necessity' as a main reason to continue to work and 'to enjoy the job, and 
'importance of job , are second reason they choose. Females, on the other hand, choose 
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' to enjoy their job，as a first reason and they choose 'economic necessity' and 'to feel 
guilty ifthey do not work’ as second reasons. 
Similarly, males consider 'high salary，，'high status', ‘good promotion' as more 
important factors than females, while females rate other factors like 'interesting work，， 
'friendly co-workers' as important factors. 
The result is accounted for the job expectation difference between females and 
males. It implies that still males find themselves as main income earners and feel 
responsibility to the households for long periods. Females also expect to continue their 
job and consider 'economic necessity' important reason to continue to work but they 
more emphasize 'the interesting job' or 'friendly coworkers'. It seems that the money or 
promotion is not as important to females than as it is to males. Females tend to have 
lower promotion or salary expectations than males. We could guess that this expectation 
difference between females and males causes job segregation, or promotion difference 
between females and males in the same position, even though females' high commitment 
to their career in the long term. 
To conclude, after I examined the usage of several career strategies for 
achieving career objectives among females and males, I found that the difference in usage 
of career strategies between females and males are only marginally significant. It implies 
that females have a chance to use career strategies in order to attain career advancement 
equally as males. However, males use variety of career strategies than females now, which 
may result in rapid career advancement for males. Females may be recommended to use 
more variety of career strategies to get the gender gap narrower. 
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Some obstacles of career commitment such as gender stereotypes toward 
females, andjob motivation difference exist in Hong Kong. However, more educated 
females have a power to slash this obstacles since they believe they have critical personal 
traits for upper management. Through this study, I can obtain a picture of the career 
orientation ofprofessional women in Hong Kong who try to commit their career seriously 
in the long periods. 
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Limitation 
First of all, if more large numbers of samples were chosen as sample 
representing female and male manager, the result may show more accurate picture of 
the usage ofcareer strategies. Secondly, if sample ofhighly educated and that ofless 
educated are obtained, I could examine whether or not people's stereotypical 
characteristics toward females characteristics decrease as Brenner (1982), Steinberg 
and Shapiro (1982) showed� Finally, regarding correlation between business 
experience and usage of career strategy among female managers, further experiment 
is necessary. In addition to business experience, other variables should be 
investigated which correlate to the usage of career strategies. 
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TABLE 10 
MALE AND FEMALE LABOR PARTICIPATION RATES IN HONG KONG 
•.^••-•-••.••-.-.-••,、、、、、、w»wr»r»""»wrt-»vvw-〜-^wvv"<r»w.ww«r«~r»fV"»w^"vv"»"»vw»>"w"»i~»w»w»Y^、vwy〜Y.Y»w»vw"»w«w."www"»r»w6"vvw"i^>vwv»vvwwwwvww«vvwwvvvwvy^vwvvvvvvvvvw»wv"<vwvvw~»vvvw»vv«~ 
Year Male Female All population 
-•-- — 
1976 82.1% 45.2% 64.1% 
1981 82.2% 49.2% 66.3% 
1986 74.9% 49.1% 62.4% 
1991 79.2% 49.7% 64.6% 
W.-.W...W、、WA..-.-^.>W.WWW.-^W.、W"W.、V.W.、W»VW.V.V^WW»VW.->WW»VW.WA....、W,"WAW 
Source : Census Statistics, Hong Kong Government, 1991 
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TABLE 10 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE (N=50) 
*"-—."^ •^**•"•*•*•*•*-*•*•^*•••••••••••.•••^•*••*•••••"•••^•^ •^*•"••^•"••••••*•^•^ •^^•••••••••WWWWWWWWWWWiW-W^WA^W^W-WW-WVWWVWVWbW^WVVWVWWWWWWWVWWWVWVWWWVWVWWWWVWVWWWWVWVWVVWWVVWW^VVW^WVW^W"-* 
CHARACTERISTICS PERCENT 
AGE . a 4 2 % 
26-30 46 % 
31-35 10% 
36-40 2 % 
SEX MALE 44% 
FEMALE 56 % 
WORK EXPERIENCE NO 34 % 
YES 66 o/o 
MONTHLY mCOME NO 34 % 
HK$ UNDER 10,000 6 % 
10,001 - 20,000 20 % 
20,001 -30,000 14% 
30,001-40,000 14% 
40,001- 50,000 6 % 
50,001 AND OVER 6 % 
YEAR IN POSITION NO 34 % 
LESS THAN 1 YEAR 14 % 
1 - 5 YEARS 50 % 
6 - lOYEARS 2 % 
YEAR m COMPANY NO 34 % 
LESS THAN 1 YEAR 10 % 
I - 5 YEARS 48 % 
6 - lOYEARS 6 % 
II - 15 YEARS 2 % 
c«c«ooo««oooooooooooooooaoaaoooocoooaooooooaoooooocoooocooooococoooooaaoooc«>oooc««oooocoocooooooo««ooocoooooooaooooaoooooocoooooaoa«x«acoo«xx«ocoaooooc««ooocoa««oooooceoooocooooooooocoooooooaococoo« 
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TABLE 2 (CONT'D) 
A..W.WA^W.W>WAWJAWAWAWWAWWJW>WA*_>>WW_AAW><<WWWWAOAW^,<W^ <W>WWWJ^ J^WJLWWWWJWWJWAJWW<W_WWW>WJWJ>_WW^W<WWWWW<W_W_*JWW<WjW. 
CHARACTERISTICS PERCENT 
"^" " ""  " " ' ^  "^" ‘ ―“ _�-_--•- -  .-.-.-••.•• 
YEAR JN WORK FORCE NO 34 % 
I - 5 YEARS 42 % 
6 - lOYEARS 2 2 % 
II -15 YEARS 2 % 
LEVEL OF POSITION NO 34 % 
ME)DLE MANAGEMENT 34 % 
JUNIOR MANAGEMENT 12 % 




Career Strategies Inventory Scale Items (N=50) 
Y<".-rti-_Y_Y>"r>v<r>"_^r>Yrtr<rrtww%wwvwwvwrtwVw<v^vvw<r^wvwwrtwwwww<r<wrtv<ftrw^<rwwwr<rtvwrrtwv^vwvvwwrtwwwvwwwwwvv^wwwwvwv<wrtwvwvTf<wvwwvw^ v^vw<v^<r<r<rT^ <^"<fvw>"<"<r<"r^ T^Tor", 
ITEM F E M A L E M E A _ = 2 8 ) MALE MEAN(N=22) TOTAL (N=50) 
^^  一― -,-^-^^^^u^^ -^u-.-.-u u • u . • U •。〜-丄…-“.... 
Creating opportunities 
1. Career options open 3 . 6 4 < 3 . 7 3 3 . 6 8 
2. Develop skills 4 2 5 > 4 2 3 4 2 4 
3. Prepare opportunity 3 93 < 4 05 3 . 9 8 
4. Obtain experiences 3 71 < 4 14 3 9Q 
5. Develop expertise 4 11 < 4 18 4 14 
Self-nomination 
6. Tell assignments 3 79 > 3 45 3 54 
7. Work harder 4 14 < 4 2 3 4 18 
8. Accomplishments 4 0 7 < 4 i 8 4 \2 
9. Career objectives 3 61 < 3 ,82 3 7 0 
10. Get tilings done 4.14 > 4.00 4.08 
Extended involvement 
11. Work outside 3 . 9 6 > 3 86 3 92 
12. Take work home 3 3 6 > 2.91 3 16 
13. Think aboutjob 3 .61 > 3 . 5 9 3 . 6 0 
Seek career guidance 
14. from supervisors 3 .14 > 2 . 7 7 2 9 8 
15. from others inside 3 0 7 > 2 . 9 1 2 9 2 
16. from others outside 3 . 1 8 > 3 0 9 3 14 
Opinion conformity 
17. Agree boss's ideas 2.97 < 3 36 3 16 
18. Praise his strengths 2 .43 < 2 . 5 9 2 50 
19. Agree liis opinions 2 . 2 9 > 2 . 1 8 2 2 4 
Other enhancement 
20. Dress like boss 1.86 < 2 .23 2 02 
21. Disclose iirformatioii 1.93 < 2 4 1 2 14 
22. Develop interests 1.75 < 2.27 1 98 
23. Boss's personal life 1 .89 < 2 . 0 9 1 9 8 
Networking 
24. to get information 3 .43 < 3 .50 3 45 
25. to help your career 3 .61 < 3 .68 3 . 6 4 
•"^ ~"~^ ~"^ "~«V"""VVWVW„^ „„„„^ „„^ „„^ „^„„„^ „^ __„^ „___„^ _„^ „_„^〜 
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TABLE 3.1 
Career Strategies Inventory Scale Items (N=50) 
r.-.Y.-.-__%w-^-.v>r>>^Y.^ _^Y^iwrtvw^^^rtr<r>^vv^r^rt>wr>wvvvv^ w^v^ w^wvwvvwwv^ v^vw^ <^rvwwwvv^ w^wwvww^rrvwvwwwvwwwvvvvwwvvwvww^vv>rr^w^<rvwwvvvvwvwvvvwwvv*^r, 
ITEM MEAN MEAN STDEV STDEV T P VALUE 
. ? ? ^ . ? . M ^ E i ; ^ I v ; I ^ ^ MALE 
Creating opportunities 
1. Career options open 3.64 3.73 1.03 1.24 0.26 0.40 
2. Develop skills 4.250 4.23 0.799 l . l i -0.08 0.53 
3. Prepare opportunity 3.929 4.05 0.900 1.25 0.37 0.36 
4‘ Obtain experiences 3.71 4.136 1.08 0.834 1.56 0.063 
5. Develop experiences 4.107 4.182 0.832 0.853 0.31 0.38 
Self-nomination 
6. Tell assignments 3.786 3.45 0.995 1.14 -0.08 0.86 
7. Work harder 4.143 4.227 0.891 0.973 0.32 0.38 
8. Accomplishment 4.071 4.182 0.766 0.795 0.50 0.31 
9. Career objectives 3.607 3.818 0.956 0.907 0.80 0.21 
l().Get things done 4.143 4.000 0.803 0.976 -0.55 0.71 
Extended Involvement 
11. Workoutside 3.964 3.86 0.999 1.13 -0.33 0.63 
12. Take home work 3.36 2.91 1.47 1.31 -1.14 0.87 
13. Think aboutjob 3.607 3.591 0.994 0.957 -0.06 0.52 
Seek career guidance 
14. From supervisors 3.14 2.773 1.15 0.922 -1.27 0.89 
15. From others inside 3.07 2.9i 1.15 i . l 9 -0.49 0.69 
16. From others outside 3.179 3.09 0.819 1.31 -0.28 0.61 
Opinion conformity 
17. Agree boss's ideas 2.964 3.364 0.922 0.902 1.54 0.065 
18. Praise liis strengths 2.43 2.59 1.07 1.05 0.54 0.30 
19. Agree his opiiiions 2.286 2.182 0.854 0.958 -0.40 0.65 
Other enhancement 
20. Dress like boss 1.86 2.23 1.01 1.31 0.19 0.28 
21.Disclose information 1.929 2.409 0.858 0.908 1.90 0.032 
22. Develop interests 1.750 2.27 0.752 1.12 1,88 0.034 
23. Boss's personal life 1.893 2.09 0.832 1.02 0.74 0.23 
Networking 
24. To get iirformation 3.43 3.50 1.10 1.34 0.20 0.42 




Career Strategies Inventory Scale Items of female (N=28) 
••«-«-«»«J.«A_AW»W»AW_WA»W>^-WW,«JL«AV»W,WAAAAW,_Ai,^AJ_>J<_«_WW<W»WCW»WfA, , • ”A�AW^WWJAWJJWJW_WWJWWJW»JWWJWLWUUWJUWWJWWWWWWWWA^JUWWWWUWWUW,«AA*_«<»_W__.WUWWJWJWJW_»U<WW»»>*<»-»«»»»»» 
W O R K FEMALE NO WORK FEMALE TOTAL 
ITEM MEAN (N=18) MEAN(N-10) (N=50) 
•*• *"" ‘ “ ^ “ ^ “ “�„-n �:w"““ • "-^-^"墨， "~*~-"~"^~"^"~— .w>>>..>^>^^ .^.^^ ^^.^..,...—.-^—^^ ^^^ _^_—-.-^—^^ —^.^.^^ >_-,•— ——-->•»-— —-—.^^^-^ v^^,....—•.•..一-.〜^>->-^— 
Creating opportunities 
1. Career options open 3 . 6 7 > 3 . 6 0 3 . 6 8 
2. Develop skills 4 . 2 8 > 4 . 2 0 4 . 2 4 
3. Prepare opportumty 4 . 0 0 = 4 . 0 0 3 . 9 8 
4. Obtain experiences 3 89 > 3 4 0 3 9 0 
5. Develop expertise 4 . 2 2 > 3 9 0 4 ] 4 
Self-nomination 
6. Tell assignments 3 . 6 7 < 4 . 0 0 3 . 6 4 
7. Work harder 4 . 0 6 < 4 . 3 0 4 . 1 8 
8. Accomplishments 4 0 0 < 4 . 2 0 4 12 
9. Career objectives 3 4 4 < 3 90 3 7 0 
10. Get tilings done 4 2 7 > 3 . 9 0 4 . 0 8 
Extended involvement 
11. Work outside 3 94 < 4 OO 3 9 2 
12. Take work home 3 , 3 9 > 3 . 3 0 3 16 
13. Thiiik aboiitjob 3 . 8 3 > 3.20 3 . 6 0 
Seek career guidance 
14. from supervisors 3 . 1 7 > 3 iQ 2 98 
15. from others inside 3 , 0 6 < 3 . 1 0 2 9 2 
16. from others outside 3,22 > 3 ]Q 3 | 4 
Opinion conformity 
17. Agree boss's ideas 3 . 0 0 < 3 . 0 0 3 . 1 6 
18. Praise his strengths 2 . 5 6 > 2 . 2 0 2 50 
19. Agree his opiiiions 2 . 1 7 < 2 50 2 2 4 
Other enhancement 
20. Dress like boss 1 8 3 < 1.90 2 0 2 
21. Disclose iirforination 2 .11 > 1 .60 2 14 
22. Develop interests 1.78 > 1 7 0 1 98 
23. Boss's personal life 1.94 > 1 8 0 1 9 8 
Networking 
24. to get iirformation 3 . 2 8 < 3 . 7 0 3 45 




Career Strategies Inventory Scale Items of female (N=28) 
*-•*•*•*•*•*•*•*-*••*•*-*-*-*-^•*-*•*•^•*•*•‘*•*^•^•^•*•*•*•*•*•*•*•*•*•*•-*•*•*•*•*•*•*-^*•*-••*•••••*•*•*••*••••••••^•••*^•••A«L«_«_«A«_iJ»A»«AA»W_«A«>»«WUWjWLWUWJUWmJUUL»LJW»JUVJ<JWJU»J<J»J«JWkAAAJWJ<JWL«JWWWJWA»-»«J»JW-».WWAWA<W^WJ.»J^a 
ITEM MEAN MEAN STDEV STDEV T P VALUE 
NC)WC)RK WORK NC)WORK WORK 
Creating opportunities 
1. Career options open 3.60 3.67 1.07 1.03 0.16 0.44 
2. Develop skills 4.200 4.278 0.789 0.826 0.25 0.40 
3. Prepare opportunity 4.00 4.000 1.05 0.840 0.00 0.5 
4. Obtain experiences 3.40 3.889 1.26 0.963 1.06 0.15 
5. Develop experiences 3.900 4.222 0.876 0.808 0.96 0.18 
Self-nomination 
6. Tell assignments 4.000 3.67 0.943 1.03 -0.87 0.80 
7. Work harder 4.300 4.056 0.675 0.998 -0.77 0.78 
8. Accomplishment 4.200 4.000 0.632 0.840 -0.71 0.76 
9. Career objectives 3.900 3.444 0.994 0.922 -1.19 0.88 
l().Get things done 3.900 4.278 0.876 0.752 1.15 0.13 
Extended Involvement 
11. Workoutside 4.00 3.944 1.05 0.998 -0.14 0.55 
12. Take home work 3.30 3.39 1.57 1.46 0.15 0.44 
13. Thinkabout job 3.20 3.833 1.03 0.924 1.61 0.063 
Seek career guidance 
14. From supervisors 3.10 3.17 1.37 1.04 0.13 0.45 
15. From others inside 3.10 3.056 1.45 0.998 -0.09 0.53 
16. From others outside 3.10 3.222 i � 1 0 0�647 0.32 0.38 
Opinion conformity 
17. Agreeboss's ideas 3.000 3.00 0.943 1.03 0.00 0.50 
18. Praise his strengths 2.20 2.556 1.23 0.984 0.79 0.22 
19. Agree his opinions 2.500 2.167 0,850 0.857 -0.99 0.83 
Other enhancement 
20. Dress like boss 1.90 1.83 0.876 1.31 -0 .18 0.57 
21. Disclose information 1.600 2.111 0.699 0.900 1.67 0.055 
22. Develop interests 1.700 1.778 0.675 0.808 0.27 0.39 
23. Boss's personal life 1.800 1.944 0.789 0.873 0.45 0.33 
Networking 
24. To get iirformation 3.70 3.28 1.06 1.13 -0.99 0.83 
25. To help your career 4.100 3.33 0.994 1.19 -1.82 0.96 
.-.-.-.^-.-.-.%^^%^-^%^-.-.w.-.^.-.w^^^^w.-,^^w.v,vv.n.vw.^^ ^^^  
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TABLE 10 
Career Strategies Inventory Scale Items 
•^•^^^•^*•*•*••*•*••*•^“*••*••*•*^*••*•*•*•*^*•“*•*•‘*••*^*••*•‘*••*••*••*••••••••WAWAW»«W>AWJWJWW»«WW»W>WA^WWU>_W»WA"k»<LWAW»«»Wt»JWJWWJWWWWWWWWWWWWJWJW»WJWWWWW_WWJW«JWUUW»W«WW_W.W<W~«>W>W<WW>»J»JW_W_W»WW^  
WORK MALE NO WORK TOTAL 
. ITEM .ME.M.(N=1.?) MALE (N=7) (N=50) 
Creating opportunities 
1. Career options open 3 . 6 7 < 3 . 8 6 3 . 6 8 
2. Develop skills 4 . 0 0 < 4 71 4 2 4 
3. Prepare opportunity 3 .93 < 4 . 2 9 3 . 9 8 
4. Obtain experiences 4 13 < 4 14 3 9 0 
5. Develop expertise 4 2 0 > 4 . 1 4 4 14 
Self-nomination 
6. Tell assigimients 3 . 2 7 < 3 . 8 6 3 . 6 4 
7. Work harder 4 0 7 < 4 . 5 7 4 j g 
8. Accomplishments 4 . 2 0 > 4 \4 4 12 
9. Career objectives 3 . 6 7 < 4 j 4 3 7 0 
10. Get things done 3 .73 < 4 .71 4 . 0 8 
Extended involvement 
11. Work outside 3 .87 > 3 86 3 92 
12. Take work home 2 .73 < 3 .29 3 15 
13. Thinkabout job 3.53 < 3 71 3 50 
Seek career guidance 
14. fromsupervisors 2 .53 < 3 2 9 2 98 
15. from others inside 2.21 < 3 71 2 92 
16. from others outside 2 .73 < 3 . 8 6 3 14 
Opinion conformity 
17. Agree boss's ideas 3 . 2 7 < 3 . 5 7 3 15 
18. Praise his strengths 2 .33 < 3 . 1 4 2 50 
19. Agree liis opiiiions 2 . 0 7 < 2 .43 2 2 4 
Other enhancement 
20. Dress like boss 2 .13 < 2 43 2 02 
21. Disclose iirformation 2 , 4 0 < 2 43 2 14 
22. Develop interests 2 .13 < 2 . 5 7 1 9 8 
23. Boss's personal life 2 . 0 0 < 2 . 2 9 1 9 8 
Networking 
24. to get iitformatioii 3 .33 < 3 .86 3 45 




PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS REQUIRED MANAGEMENT/ SEX 
DIFFERENCES (N=50) 
C^^COOOOCOCOZOOOOOOOOOOOOWCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOC>OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOWOOOOOOOOOOCCCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOCCOOOCOOOCOCOOOWXPOCOOOOOCOa^DOOCOOCCC< 
REQUERED BY MANAGEMENT (%) MORE FOUND IN (%) 
S J ^ ^ : ^ 9 J 3 ^ ^ J J ! ^ ^ .YES NO N ^ E FEMALE SAME 
Perception and empathy 8 2 18 24 7 2 4 
Emotional stability 9 8 2 88 10 2 
Consistency and objectivity 9 6 4 7 6 16 8 
Aiialytical ability 9 6 4 8 4 12 4 
Decisiveness 100 0 86 10 4 
Creativity 80 2 0 4 6 4 6 8 
Loyalty 56 4 4 2 0 7 4 6 




PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS REQUIRED MANAGEMENT/ SEX 
DIFFERENCES (ANSWERED BYFEMALE) (N=28) 
^••••••^^••^••^•*^•^•^••\%^^^^^^(*、1^&.^^^^#，^^从>^^^>，,^^嫩"—^^权权份撒^^权_^^^^权^^^^^^一份^权^^，？，权以权7权"权,权以权0权7权7彬权权权权？权权，权，权^必，权权^权权权,以权权*"2权""权〜权^?权^"^^权,^"，，^权"一"""^ 
REQUmED BY MANAGEMENT (%) MORE FOUND IN (%) 
CHARACTERISTICS YES NO MALE FEMALE SAME 
— — - - ^ — - -.n. . ^ 产.-口广.「n..-..^,„, 
Perception aiid empathy 86 14 2 1 7 2 7 
Emotional stability 100 0 8 6 11 3 
Consistency and objectivity 9 6 4 7 2 14 14 
Analytical ability 9 6 4 8 2 11 7 
Decisiveness 100 0 82 11 7 
Creativity 86 14 3 6 5 0 14 
LoyaUy 4 6 5 4 11 7 8 11 
Interest in people 6 8 3 2 0 8 9 11 
.-...%v.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-...w....^w^.v-^™%v^^.w.-^^ w^.^^ .^^wv^^  
TABLE 8 
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS REQUIRED MANAGEMENT/ SEX 
DIFFERENCES (ANSWERED BYMALE) (N=22) 
…………………•？如““…一…一…^.-^…从-…站州.…,…,..八？………………,.-.………………^ 
REQUIRED BY MANAGEMENT (%) MORE FOUND IN (%) 
CHARACTERISTICS YES NO MALE FEMALE SAME 
Perception and empathy 77 23 2 7 73 Q 
Emotional stability 95 5 9 ] 9 Q 
Consistency and objectivity 95 5 82 18 0 
Aj[ialytical ability 95 5 86 14 0 
Decisiveness 100 0 91 9 0 
Creativity 73 2 7 59 41 0 
Loyalty 68 32 32 68 0 




CAREER DECISION *ranking was written by myself 
-••_、、、Yrtw^-.、、"》rr»y«"»vr»、、、vww.»rtV"^-.vw»"w.Y.Y«vwwv»w«w»w«"r«yrtw<w."«w,«w..wv»"iw«w^».-»Wrt"wwy«y«vwiW,«w»yrfVV»ww<vvwvyiw«"iw»yiw»w»w,«"iWrfV"»w»"ir«^"r«y«vw«~,>wri~"«y»y^YiW«w»v"»vv»" 
TOTAL FEMALE MALE 
REASONS % RANKING % RANKING % RANKING 
1. Enjoy myjob 3 6 1 4 3 1 2 7 2 
2. Identity from job 18 3 25 3 9 3 
3. Important work 12 4 0 27 2 
4. Guilty if not work 2 5 4 4 0 
5. Keep from be bored 0 0 0 
6. Economic necessity 3 2 2 2 8 2 3 7 1 
• - • • .v^wwvwvwwy>vvw^vwwwvvvvvwv 
TABLE 9.1 
Question: Wouldyou stop working ifyou can live? 
•:*=*•=*•=^=•=^="•=•="=•:^•^•=»Q0<=»P0°0"=*=*«»=*"=*»=»<»>»00>»:»>™CT>30C«3C«aCO0000C«X»000CO0OCO0C«300CO0000CO00CM30Q000nm-«Tnnr<nrwmTr»~»~«r<r»r>r«~»"^»"«"〜《~.~»~><~_<~^»_~^<~»~^—〜》^>r^rx>C>rK>:KTt"~^VX"»>"»0rM~»«>>:H>:HPr『〜-〜.>y.~»"w"»~〜-〜-,W:-:” 
ANSWER TOTAL (%) FEMALE (%) MALE (%) 
(N=50) (N=28) (N=22) 
YES NO YES NO YES NO 




JOB IMPORTANCE SCALE ITEMS *ranking was written by myself 
-•-•-^••••^•••••••-•••、w»vww."wwfvwww.、、、v*»v"»w»"ww»~irir>~»wwv»w»r»"^»w«v"iwww^~«ww»wiv"»r»vwww»r«wr«vw»y»wr«vwvw»~»r»>vvvvwvw>wr»w«~»vw«y<wivvyir»"«vwe«"«"«w<wwvvwwvy»w^vy»vvvvy»vvwvwwvvy«w»w«w«w«" 
TOTAL(N=50) FEMALE(N=28) MALE(N=22) 
I T E M S MEAN RANK MEAN RANK MEAN RANK 
High salary 4 . 1 2 3 3 . 9 6 3 < 4 . 3 2 2 
Interesting work 4 . 3 8 1 4 . 4 3 1 > 4 . 3 2 2 
Promotion opportunities 4 34 2 4 . 2 5 2 < 4 . 4 5 1 
Decision freedom 3 94 4 3 g9 4 < 4 0 0 3 
High status 3 . 5 8 7 3 . 3 9 7 < 3 . 8 2 4 
Frequent feedback 3 . 0 0 10 3 . 2 9 9 > 2 . 6 4 9 
Friendly coworker 3 . 7 4 5 3 . 8 6 5 > 3 . 5 9 5 
Friendly supervisor 3 . 6 8 6 3 . 8 2 6 > 3 . 5 0 7 
Job security 3 . 2 8 9 3 . 2 9 9 = 3 . 2 7 8 
Important work 3 . 4 4 8 3 . 3 6 8 < 3 . 5 5 6 
• •. • • • • • • .yr^^ry^y^^ ---->:...--:----^ -.-^ <.>> 
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APPENDIX 
QUESTIONNAIRE * Indented sentence were not written in actual questionnaire. 
Demographic Characteristics of the Sample 
1. Please answer the following questions by ticking the appropriate one in the left hand. 
Age: 20-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 41-45 
Sex: Male Female 
Marital Status: Single Married Separated/Divorced 
Children: No Yes ( please write number of children) 
2. Do you have any work experience? Please tick the appropriate one. 
Yes (Please answer the following questions.) 
No (Please go to question 3.) 
Years in Present/former less than lyear 1 - 5 years 6 - 1 0 years 
position: 11 - 15 years more than 15 years 
Years in Present/former less than 1 year 1- 5 years 6 - 10 years 
organization : 11 - 1 5 years more than 15 years 
Monthly income: under 10,000 10,001 - 20,000 20,001 - 30，000 
(HK $) 30,001 - 40,000 40,001 - 50,000 ^ Z ^ L 50,001 and over 
Level of position: Senior management Middle management 
Junior management Non management (supervisory level) 
Years in work force: less than lyear _l-5 years 6-10 years 
11-15 years more than 15 years 
Career Strategies Inventory Scale Items 
3. Please answer whether you behave(ed) like the following statements by writing a number from 
the rating scale from 1 to 5 in the left-hand column. 
(1 = never ； 3 = occasionally ； 5 = very frequently) 
(For those who had no work experience, please forecast your behavior when you will start 
working.) 
Creating opportunities 
_ _ a. Keeping your career options open. 
b. Developing skills which may be needed in future career positions. 
c. Preparing yourself for career opportunities which may materialize. 
d. Obtaining broad experiences in this organization. 
e. Assiiniing leadership in work where there appears to be no leadership. 
_ _ _ f. Developing expertise in areas that are critical to your department's operations. 
Self-nomination/ self-presentation 
a. Making your boss aware of the assignments you want. 
b. Working harder when the results will be seen by your superiors. 
c. Making your supervisors aware of your accomplishments. 
d. Making your superiors aware of your aspirations and career objectives. 
e. Presenting yoursetf as being a person who "gets things done" 
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Extended work involvement 
a. Working at your job outside normal work hours. 
b. Taking your work home with you. 
c. Spending considerable time thinking about your job outside of normal work hours. 
Seeking career guidance 
a. Getting career guidance from supervisors. 
b. Getting career guidance from other experiences person(s) in the organization. 
c. Getting career guidance from more experienced person(s) outside the organization. 
Opinion conformity 
a. Agreeing with your superior's major ideas but carefully disagreeing with minor ones 
to appear discriminating and independent. 
b. Praising your boss's major strengths and criticizing his “minor” weaknesses. 
c. Agreeing with your boss's opinions outwardly even when you disagree inwardly. 
Other enhancement 
a. Dress like your boss. 
b. Disclosing intimate information about yourseLf to your boss. 
c. Developing interests similar to those of your boss. 
d. Taking an interest in yoiir boss's personal life. 
Networking 
a. Building a network of "contacts" in the organization for obtaining information about 
What is happening within the organization. 
b. Building a network of friendships in the organization which can help to ftirther your career 
progression. 
Personal characteristics required for upper management—discrimination (attitude) 
4. Please answer the following questions by ticking appropriate one. 
Q1 Are these characteristics below required for upper management? 
Q2 Are these characteristics below more likely to be found in male or female? 
required by upper management more likely to be found in 
Characteristics Answer of Q1 Answer of Q2 
Perception and empathy Yes No Males Females Same 
Emotional stability Yes No Males Females Same 
Consistency and objectivity Yes No Males Females Same 
Analytical ability Yes No Males Females Same 
Decisiveness Yes No Males Females Same 
Creativity Yes No Males Females Same 
Loyalty Yes No Males Females Same 
Interest in people Yes No Males Females Same 
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Career Decision 
5. Please choose the most important reason to continue/start to work from 1 to 6 below. 
Answer: 
1. I enjoy what I do on myjob 
2. I derive a major part of my identity from myjob 
3. My work is important and valuable to others 
4‘ I would feel guilty if I did not continue to society through gainful employment 
5. Work keeps me from being bored 
6. Economic necessity 
Would you stop working if you can live as comfortable a$ you like for the rest of your life? 
Answer; Yes No 
Job Importance 
6. Please write answer by writing a number from the rating scale from 1 to 5 
in the left-hand column. (1 = not important ； 5 = very important) 
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